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TIMSS objectives of and conceptual model 
TI~ASS is a study undertaken under the auspices of the International Associati011 for the 
Evaluation of Educational Achievement (IEA). The overall objective of TIMSS is to attempt 
to describe and explain (differences in) math and science achievement nationally and cross
nationally in the context of instructional practices. curricular offerings and educational 
arrangements (Robitaille, 1993). Nearly 50 educational systems, among which The 
Netherlands. arc currently participating in TIMSS. Data collection is scheduled in Spring 
1995 in the northern hemisphere, with the first international report of the results to be 

published in the third quarter of 1996. The Dutch contribution to TIM~S is executed by 
the Centre for Applied Educational Research (OCTO) of the University of Twente. 

TlMSS has four major foci: a description of national educational systems, an in-depth 
analysis of the mathematics an science curricula, an investigation of instrnctional practices, 
and an assessment of students' mastery of the curriculum as well as their attitudes and 
opinions. Fundamental to the design of TIMSS has been the recognition given to the 
importance of curriculum as a variable in explaining differences among national school 

systems and in accounting for differences among student outcomes (Robitaille, 1993). For 
the purposes of the study, curriculum is conceived of as the concepts, processes, and 
attitmh.:s in mathematics and science that arc intended, implemented and attained. 

The intended curriculum may be described in the form of the mathematics and science 
concepts, processes, and attitudes students are expected to study and learn. It is embodied in 
textbooks, in curriculum guides, in the cont<!nt of examinations, and in policies, regulations, 

and the official statements generated to direct the educational system. The implemented 
curriculum is the mathematics and science content as it is interpreted by teachers and made 
available to students. The ali1 ined curriculum consists of the outcomes of schooling - the 

concepts, processes, and attitudes towards mathematics and science that students have 
acquired in the course of their schooling years. 

TIMSS focuses on three age-grade levels of students and these are referred to as population 
I, population 2. and population 3. In general terms, population 1 addresses the two adjacent 
grades containing the majority of thl 9-ycars-olds (in The Netherlands grade 5 and 6 of 
primary education). Population 2 addresses the two adjacent grades that include the 
majority of the 13-year-olds (in The Netherlands the first two grades of secondary 
education) . Population 3 includes all students in their last year of secondary education. 
regardless of the kind of program in which they arc enrolled (in The Netherlands pre-
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unl\ers11y eJucation, upper general scconuary education, and senior vocational education) . 
Sourn·, for Jara collection include questionuaires to be c-::.:· •!Jleted by students , teacher< 
prmctpals. and per~ons who are knowledgeable about the educational system involve~. 
Stuuent~ will respond to sets of achievement and performance items in mathematics and 
SL'tence . 

Document analysis 
The in-depth analysis of the intended curriculum is fundamental background for 
unJer~tanuir.g what teachers do in the cla~sroom (implemented curriculum) and provides 
an important context for understanding what students achieve (attained curriculum). Also it 
i' important by Itself. The curriculum analysis includes among other things a document 
<111<1/nis, aimeu at providing Jata about what topics are intended to be studied and learned 
111 the upper target grade. about what kind of students' performances are expected, and 
.1buut ''hat attituues are promoted . The 1. 1per focuses on the document analysis for 
populatmn 2 in Tlw Netherlands. 

ThL' li1K·ument analysis encompa~seu mainly an analysi~ of mathematics and science 
textho<lk~ 111 most \videsprcad use in the upper target grade The emphasis was 011 texthooh 
,1, e~pecially those curricular materials meuiatc the influence of the intended curriculum on 
dassroom in~truction . The Jocument analysis was executed according to an detailed 
mtcrnatmnal standard-procedure (dcscribeu in the paper; McKnight et al., 1992), and using 
LUrrteulum frameworks for mathematics and science (described in the paper). 

For population 2 ten textbooks were analyzed, selected after consulting research data on 
lL'Xthn·,ks u~e (Kuhlcmeicr, 1989, 1990; Kuiper & Alling, 1990), and after consulting 
m;!lht~matic~ anu ~cience education experts. Selection was based on three criteria: (I) cause 
,,f hudget conqraints not more than two textbooks per subject (mathematics , biology. 
ph~ "''· chemistry. anu geography) could be selected; (2) the two textbooks per subject 
'houlu represent 50'f or more of the textbook market for the two target grades across the 
four ,111Jent ability tracks (for chemistry the third grade, c.;•1s•; of the fact that thi s subject is 
not 'cheduleu in the two target grades); (3) if possible, the implementation of basic 
L'Uucat1on - a major curriculum reform which is being implemented from August 1993 

onwarJ, 111 lower ~econdary education (sec Kuiper, 1993) - shoulu be somewhat reflected in 
the 'election. The latter meant the selection of innovative textbooks matching the core 
llhJl'CltVeS for ha~ic eJucation. 

Tlw 'l'kl·tcd textbooks were analyzed hy teachers, pairs of studL•nt teachers. and TIMSS 
rc,carcher,. A fielJ trial and intensive training sessions preceded the analys;s process . The 
analy,1~ proce~~ went off in two pha~es, from Fal I 1992 through Spring 1993. 

Hcsult~ and discus.~ion 
Dt1t' to Jclays in the Jata entry anu analysi~ prnce~s (conducteu at Michigan State 
1 °111\Tr,11y . 11s). the r\'sults of the document analysis are not yet availahle at the moment. As 
.1 u•n'l'411enCl'. 111 the paper we only reflei:t on the procedure Wl' followeu. on the 
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instruments we used, the estimated quality of the data that will come available, and on 
v'11idi~y and reliability issues. 
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